
Report to: PLANNING COMMITTEE Date of Meeting: 30th August 2017

Subject: DC/2017/00927
End Cottage 4 Mount Cottages Prescot Road, Melling L31 1AR
 

Proposal: Increase the height of the existing boundary fence from 1.8 metres to 
2.4 metres (which includes 600mm trellis fencing) as shown on site plan 
ref 353-LR-01

Applicant: Mr Joseph Parker Agent:

Ward: Molyneux Ward

Summary
The proposed increase to the existing fencing from 1.8m to 2.4m has minimal impact on 
the Green Belt or neighbouring property and is acceptable.

Recommendation: Approve with Conditions 
Case Officer Mrs Carol Gallagher

Email planning.department@sefton.gov.uk

Telephone 0345 140 0845 (option 4)

Application documents and plans are available at:
http://pa.sefton.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=summary&keyVal=OQEIN5NW01H00

mailto:planning.department@sefton.gov.uk


Site Location Plan



The Site
The application site is a small end terraced cottage known as End Cottage, 4 Mount 
Cottages, Prescot Road, Melling. The main cottage faces the road with the rear garden to 
the side behind a car parking area which is not within the applicant’s ownership.

History
An application to retain the raised level of the rear garden area by 450mm was approved in 
January 2017 (DC/2016/02168).

Consultations
None
 
Neighbour Representations

Neighbours were notified on 9th June 2017, with an amended description on 30th June 
2017 and then again with amended plans & description on 14th July 2017.

The objections received are both dated 30th June 2017 and no responses have been 
received to the amended plans & description.

Two objections from the next door neighbours at Highfield Prescot Road on the grounds of:

Objection 1:

Query over need to raise the existing fence - no reason or justification given. Loss of 
outlook and light caused by a nine–foot solid fence outside window would considerably 
reduce the enjoyment of my property and outdoor amenity. Detrimental to the aesthetics 
and character of the Green Belt

Objection 2:

Misleading description:
Plans do not relate to the rear boundary fence. 

Lack of detail provided with application:
The plans do not clearly confirm what the overall height will be when measured above 
ground level on both sides.

The proposed height is excessive given its rural context in the Green Belt.
The Permitted development threshold for a fence is 2m the proposed height is considered 
to be excessive, no justification for the increase. The scale and solid appearance of the 



fence would cause significant harm to the open character and distinctiveness of the local 
area. Its impact would be visually harmful especially when viewed from the bus stop.

The proposal would adversely affect my living conditions

The proposal does not take account of my home, which is a low profile bungalow in close 
proximity and with windows facing the application site. There will be significant reduction in 
my living conditions.  The height of the fence would be oppressive and overbearing and I 
will suffer from a sense of enclosure. The height of the fence is unacceptable. 

Policy Context
The application site lies within an area designated as Green Belt in the Sefton Local Plan 
which was adopted by the Council in April 2017.  The policies of the Local Plan carry full 
weight and replace the policies in the Unitary Development Plan.   

Assessment of the Proposal
This application is to increase the height of the existing boundary fence from 1.8m to 2.4m 
(which includes 600mm of trellis fencing). 

This boundary fence separates the parking area fronting the road (in separate ownership) 
from the applicant`s rear garden. It is not the boundary fence between the applicants 
property and the neighbouring property “Highfield”.

The application site is an end terraced cottage in a row of four.

As part of Planning Approval DC/2016/02168 for the “retention of the raising of the rear 
garden area by 450mm”, the applicant submitted a series of photographs to show how the 
access and garden were laid out prior to him moving into the cottage. The photographs 
show a run-down cottage with an overgrown access, various mounds, with numerous trees 
and excess vegetation in the rear garden area. This is supported by Aerial photographs 
held by the Council dating from 2005 and 2010.

The applicant has created a secure fenced garden area which involved levelling the land 
and importing approx. 20 tonnes of top soil and then turfing the area. This has resulted in 
an increase in the levels of the garden area only.

The land either side of the fence has not been raised, there is a narrow channel on the 
applicant’s private side of the fence and then concrete bases which support the imported 
soil of the raised garden area.

As measured by the case officer, the existing fence is 1.8m.

The applicant originally proposed to raise this fence by 900mm with solid timber fencing. 



This has now been amended by a proposal to raise the fence by the addition of 600mm 
high trellis panels, so the overall height of the fence & trellis panels will be 2.4m.

The issues to consider are the  impact on the street scene and the impact on neighbouring 
properties.

Impact on the Green Belt and street scene

The application site is a residential property within the Green Belt. The main house faces 
onto Prescot Road and the garden area is to the rear at the side of the house, behind the 
parking area and is set back approx.16m from Prescot Road. There is an existing fence 
around the garden area and timber fencing/some with concrete panels to both the 
application site and the next door neighbouring house of Highfield which encloses the 
parking area. As the garden area is set back from Prescot Road the additional trellis will 
only be visible from the parking area and will have no impact on the street scene or the 
Green Belt. It is considered to respect the character of the area and therefore complies 
with Local Plan policies Sefton’s Green Belt (Policy MN7), EQ2 (Design) and  the Council’s 
guidance on House Extensions (section on fences).

Impact on neighbouring properties

The application site is an end terraced cottage. The only neighbour to take into 
consideration is the adjoining property called ‘Highfield’. This is a bungalow with numerous 
windows on most elevations. The windows on the south elevation are behind a fence 
which faces the parking area; there is one window behind this fence that will have a direct 
view of the additional trellis. The residents of Highfield have advised this used to be a 
bedroom but is in the process of being converted to use as a study.

The residents of Highfield objected to the raised fencing for numerous reasons, including 
loss of light, outlook, and impact, and that the fence would be oppressive and over bearing.

However these objections related to the initial proposal for an additional 0.9m solid fence 
on top of the existing fence, whereas the revised proposal is for an additional 0.6m of trellis 
added to the existing fence. No objections were received to the revised proposal.

The trellis is of a cross hatched open timber design and due to the orientation of the 
applicant’s garden, will be on the west side, so there will be no loss of light to the objector’s 
study window. Highfield has existing concrete panels and timber fencing which is approx. 
1.8m - 2m in height on the side elevation and tapers away from the study windows. Only 
the top of the trellis (which will extend to a height of 2.4m) will be visible over the fencing 
which extends at right angles from the boundary fence with “Highfield”.

It is considered that the additional 600mm of trellis fencing will have negligible impact on 
the amenities of the neighbouring property “Highfield”.



Conclusion

It is concluded that the additional 600mm of open trellis on top of the existing fence will 
have no impact on the Green Belt and minimal, if any, impact on the living conditions of the 
occupiers of the neighbouring property and is therefore considered to be acceptable. The 
proposal complies with Local Plan Policies MN7 and EQ2, and the Council’s guidance 
relating to fences.

Recommendation - Approve with Conditions 
Conditions 

This application has been recommended for approval subject to the following conditions 
and associated reasons:

 1) The development hereby permitted shall be commenced before the expiration of 
three years from the date of this permission.

Reason:  To comply with Section 91 (as amended) of the Town and Country Planning 
Act 1990.

 2) The development hereby granted shall be carried out strictly in accordance with the 
following details and plans: - Plan No 353 - LR - 01 and the amended plan received 
by the Local Planning Department on 12th July 2017.

   
Reason:  To ensure a satisfactory development.


